
 
Modern Rail Fence 

58 x 65” 

Written by Donna Jordan for Jordan Fabrics 

 
Required Material: 

1 Jelly Roll (40 strips) 

1 yard accent & inner border 

1 yard outer border 

5/8 yard binding 

3 ½ yards backings 

 

Watch our  Video Tutorial on this project! 



Cutting/sewing instructions: 

Cut accent fabric into 30 @ 1” WOF. Set 6 of these aside for the inner border. 

Sort the jelly roll strips into 12 sets of 3, each set should include a dark, a medium, and a light. 

Take one set of 3 strips and 2 accent strips and stitch into a strip unit as shown below. Press 

all seams to one side. The strip unit should measure 7 ½”.  

 

Cut the strip unit into 5 blocks that are 7 ½” each. Set aside scraps for the optional bonus 

backing below. Repeat with the remaining sets of 3 strips to make 11 more strip units that get 

cut into a total of 60 blocks. Layout the blocks in a 7 x 8 formation as shown below (you will 

have 4 extra blocks). Stitch into rows and stitch rows together. Press all seams to one side.  

 

Trim all four edges of the quilt very straight so that you can sew the small inner border on 

accurately. 

Stitch the 1” accent inner border pieces into one long piece, and stitch onto all four sides.  

Outer border: cut 6 @ 4 ½” WOF. Stitch the short edges together into one long piece and 

stitch onto all four sides.  

Quilt, bind, and enjoy! 



Bonus Border Option! If you wish to add a patchwork strip to the back of your quilt as shown in 

our Youtube Video Tutorial, follow these directions: 

 

 

Take the scraps from each strip unit that you made, and sew them into one long piece, 

measuring at least 68”. Cut to 4 ½” wide. Take 2 of the leftover jelly roll strips and cut each 

into 2 long strips @ 1” WOF. Sew the short edges together and stitch onto each side of your 

pieced strip unit.  

 

Backing: cut 2 pieces at 63” each. Stitch the pieced border onto the selvage edge of one of 

the back pieces (you may want to cut the selvage off first). Stitch the other back piece onto 

the other side of the pieced border. 

 

Happy Sewing! 

 


